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Leadership - needed for the future?

The world is changing - the business is changing - people are changing digitalization deprives managers from predominant knowledge - processes are
so specialized that peers won't add value to it or wouldn't even be able to control
and check the outcome - and last , not least "intimidation" isn't working any
more. All this changes management and makes us managers wonder about our
role inside our organizations. How do we really earn the money the company
pays us? We remember times when Change was driven Top-Down. Now, Change
happens and many are just happy to understand, what is going on and catch up
with all these changes. This leads to one assumption: Managers aren't
needed any more!

Change has three facets.

Without a decent overview you often cannot assess, whether impacting change is
heading the right direction. It needs a certain distance and additional input from
many sources to make this judgement. This takes some effort and time. - It is a
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do it? - Yes, but would they?

In a changing world this good judgement needs certain attitudes:

Of course, this still appears to be pretty easy in theory, however, in practical life
this becomes pretty challenging. Your sources often cannot separate facts from
their own beliefs and feelings. True facts become something that is hidden behind
words, body language, intentions, wants and the perception of the other.

Everybody has his own perceptions, views and interpretation of the truth. We
cannot help it, it just works that way. Forming a collaborative approach, where
many individuals contribute to reach a common goal is not a natural thing. It is
something that needs someone, who is aware of his role and who creates a
communality / alignment so that others have the same intention. These others
are individuals who need to share the same vision and goal, but would still be free
to contribute in their own best way. Leaders of tomorrow will have to give others
something so they are engaged and interested to reach it. They represent a truth
that is worth it.

Leadership requires the competence of representing truth
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Problems by definition are "unsolved issues". There is nothing bad about them,
thus they need to be solved. In a collaborative world you wouldn't say "you caused
it so you better solve it" but you would be able to find someone who can be made
responsible to provide the best of all solutions. Accusing and blaming are alien in
a collaborative environment, because with a high level of engagement and know
how, being responsible for the outcome, problems are seen as something normal
and inevitable - points to learn from.

Leaders of tomorrow have to be positive. They have to create an attractive vision
that is so compelling that others choose to follow it and regard it as their truth.
While there is so much negative energy around that pulls people down and sucks
their energy, leaders have to be able to transform this into a perspective that
conveys hope and personal benefit for each of the team members. This
transformation process will start with yourself and your own mindset.
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positive about an opinion or a persons contribution does by no way mean that you
share this view or opinion. However, you should be grateful that the person
shared it so everybody can think about it and reflect and learn from it. This is
starting the struggle for a common view, opinion, truth and finally goal.
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